Dry Slope Technologies

DRY SLOPES
SKIING

Our mats ensure a year-round skiing and snowboarding
adventure. The mats are assembled within a short time. As
a „city slope“ you address to all the ski clubs as well as slope
stylers. You will always have a perfect season, even with little
or no snow. Our Skitrax mats have been used in many skiing
areas for the past years. If you require any information,
please contact us via e-mail.
We are looking forward to hearing from you.

Always where snow is missing
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FAST . ROBUST . FLEXIBLE . ECO-FRIENDLY

Alpine & Slope style &
Cross-country skiing

Slip
Carve
Slide
Lift
Drift

Air Bags

Alpine

Slopestyle

Freestyle

Ski & Tubes

Summer Fun

Big Ramps

Parks

Flexible usage with
fast up & removal

Fast installation
Perfect carving

Flexible usage
Winter & summer
usage

Slope style contests
with obstacles.

- Different sizes
- Different colours
- Start gates & kicker
- Tubes of different sizes
   and colours

- For ski schools & ski clubs
- No stones or dirty on the slopes
- Drainage fleece creates clean,
dry surfaces
- Skiing without water possible
- Eco-lubricant “Slide Liquid”
offers best sliding results

-

Perfect hold at 40 o and more
Less snow production needed
Stars of the scene are thrilled
Snow keeps perfect and long

-

Shaping the terrain as you wish
Set up obstacles quickly
Ideal for cities & ski resorts
Perfect for small city areas
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